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I. Intredluellmt 

l"ne extent to w h i ~  stock prices exhibit meaa-rever~n 8 behavior ~ crucial 
in assessing assa l i ens  such as Keynes" (1936) that "all sorts of  c a u i d e n t i o n s  
enter  into market  valuation v , h ~  are in ao way lckvaa t  W ~ p r ~ f i v e  
yield' (p. 152). If  market and hmdamental values diverge, but beyond some 
range the differences are eliminated by s l ~ d a t i v e  forces, then stock prices 
will revert to their mean. Returns must be nesatively serially correlated at 
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some frequency if 'erroneous' market moves are eventually corrected, l Merton 
(1987) notes that reasoning of this type has been used to draw conclusions 
about market valuation from failure to reject the absence of negative serial 
correlation in returns. Conversely, the presence of negative autocorrelation 
may signal departures from fundamental values, although it could also arise 
from variation in risk factors over time. 

Our investigation of mean reversion in stock prices is organized as follows. 
Section 2 evaluates alternative statistical tests for transitory price components. 
We find that variance-ratio tests of the type used by Fama and French (1986a) 
and Lo and MacKinlay (19gg) are close to the most powerful tests of the null 
hypothesis of market efliciency with constant required retinas a ~ s t  plausi- 
ble alternative h)'potheses s,_,o~hh ~ the fads model suggested by Shiller (1984) 
and Summers (1986). These 1ests nevertheless have little power, even with 
monthly data for a 60=year period. We conclude that a sensible balancing of 
Type I and Type I1 errors suggests using critical values above the conventional 
0.05 level. 

Section 3 examines the extent of mean reversion in stock prices. For the 
U.S. we analyze monthly data on real and excess New York Stock Exchange 
0~V/SE) returns since 1926. as well as annual returns data for the 1871-1985 
period. We also analyze 17 other equity markets and study the mean-revertLng 
b~Amvior of individual corporate securities in the U.S. The results consistently 
suggest the presence of transitory components in stock prices, with returns 
showing positive autocorrelafion over short periods but n~ative autocorrela- 
tion over longer periods. 

Section 4 uses our variance-ratio estimates to gauge the significance of 
transitory price components. For the U.S. we find the standard deviation of 
the transitory price component varies between 15~ and 255 of value, depend- 
hag on our assumption about its persistence. The point estimates imply that 
transitory components account for more than hal; of ~e  monthly return 
variance, a finding confirmed by internationa! eviticnce. 

Section 5 investigates whether observed patterns of mean reversion and the 
associated movements in ex ante returns are better explained by shifts in 
required returns due to changes in interest rates or market volatility or as 
byproducts of noise trading. 2 We argue that it is difficult to atxount for 
observed ~xansitory components on the basis of changes in discount rates. The 

tStochastic speculative bubbl~, considered by Blanchard and Watson (1982), could create 
deviations between market prices and fundamental values without negative serial correlation in 
returns. In the presence of any limits o~ ~aluatioa errors set by speculators or real investment 
opportunities, however, such bubbles could not exist. 

2 Noise traders are investors whc~.e demands for securities are best treated as exogenous, rather 
than the result of maximizing a conventional utility function using rational expectations of the 
return distribution. Black 0986), Campbell and Kyle (1986), DeLong et al. (1987), and Shiller 
(1984) discuss a variety of possible models for noise trader behavior. 
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conclusion discusses some implications of our results and directions for future 
research. 

2. Methodological issues involved in testing for transitory eempeaeats 

A vast literature dating at least to Kendall (1953) has tested the efficient- 
markets/constant-required-returns model by examining individual autocorre- 
lations in security returns. The early literature, surveyed in Fama (1970), 
found little eviden~ of patterns in security returns and is frequently adduced 
in support of the effficient-markets hypothesis. Recent work by Shiller and 
Perron (1985) and Summers (1986) has shown that such test~ have relatively 
little r~_wer against  intere~ting ~!ternatives to  the null hypothesis of market 
efficiency with constant required returns. Several recent stu~es using new tests 
for serial dependence have nonetheless rejected the random-walk model) 

This section begins by describing several possible tests for the presence of 
stationary stock-price components, including those used in recent swdies. We 
then present Monte Carlo evidence on each tests power against plausible 
alternatives to the null hypothesis of serially independent returns. Even the 
most powerful tests have little power against these alternatives to the random 
walk when we specify the conventional size of 0.05. We conclude ~.~th 
discussion of test design when the data can only weakly differentiate alterna- 
tive hypotheses, addressing in particular the degree of presu_mption that should 
be accorded to o ~  n ~  h~o~cs~  of serially independent returns. 

2.1. Test methods 

Recent studies use different but related tests for mean reversion. Fama and 
French (1986a) and Lo and MacKinlay (1988) compare the relative variability 
of returns over different bonbons using van'ance-ratio tests. Fama and French 
(1988b) use regression tests that also involve studying the serial correlation in 
multiperiod returns. Campbell and Mankiw (1987) study the importance of 
transitory components in real output using parametric ARMA models. Each 
of these approaches involves using a particular function of the sample autocor- 
relations to test the hypothesis that all autocorrelations equal zero. 

The variance-ratio test exploits the fact that if the logarithm of the stock 
price, including cumulated dividends, follows a random walk, the return 

3Fama (1976) acknowledges the difficulty of distinguishing the random-walk model from some 
alternative specifications. In addition to the recent work of Fama and French 0988b) and Lo and 
MacKinlay (1988), O'Brien (1987) demo~trates the presence of negative sepal corre'.,aticn ~t very 
long (up to twenty-ye~'sr) horizons. Huizinga (1987) provides a _~spectral inte~rem6on of the 
variance.ratio estimator and reports evidence that exchange rates also show long-horizon devia- 
tions from random-walk behavior. 

J.F,E.--B 
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variance should be proportional to the return horizon. 4 We study the variabil- 
ity of returns at different horizons, in relatior to the variation over a one-year 
period. 5 For monthly returns, the variance-ratio statistic is therefore 

where 

# 12 ' 

k - !  
Rkt m E R t _ o  

i--0 

(1) 

R t denoting the total return in month t. This statistic converges to unity if 
returns ere uncorrelated through time. If some of the price variation is due to 
transitory factors, however, autocorrelations at some lags will be negative and 
the vari~uce ratio will fall below one. The statistics reported below are 
corrected for small-sample bias by dividing by E[ Vii(k)].6 

The variance ratio is closely related to earlier tests based on estimated 
autocorrelattons. Using Cochrane's (1988) result that the ratio of the k-month 
return variance to k times the one-month return variance is approximately 
equal to a linear combination of sample autocorrelations, (1) can be wTitten 

k-i(k-j) tj l 12-j) 
VR ( k ) ]" + 2 T - 2 . i 2  PJ" (2) 

The variance latio places increasing positive weight on autocorrelations up to 
and including lag 11, with declining positive weight thereafter. Our variance 
ratios for k-period annual retth'ns place declining weight on all autocorre!a- 
tions up to order k. 

A second test for mean reversion, used by Fama and French (1988b), 
regresses multiperiod returns on lagged multiperiod ~eturns. If R~ denotes the 

4Testing the relationship between the variability of retm'ns at different horizons has a long 
tradition: see Osborne (1959) and Alexand,~ (196i). 

Sge  use twelve-month returns in the denominator of the variance ratio to permit comparability 
with our results using annBal returns data. With annual data, the variance-ratio denominator is 
var(R~). 

6KendaU -and Stuart (1976) show that under weak restrictions, [he expected value of the j th  
~arraple autocorrelation is - 1 / (T - j ) .  Using this result, we compute E[VR(k)]. W h ~  the horizon 
oi the variance ratio is !~ge m rel--fio~ to the sample size, this can be substantially less than unity. 
For example, with T =  720 and k -- 60, the bias is -0.069. It rises to -0.!60 it k -- !20. De:,~,ilcd 
Monte Carlo analysis of the v ~ r z , ~ o  s~fisfic may be found in Lo and MacKinlay (1988). 
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de-meaned k-period return, the regression coefficient is 

" k  "k  "k  2 (e,_.). 
t - 2 k  t k 

31 

(3) 

Th~ statistic applies n_e~tive weight to autocorrelations up to order 2k/3, 
followed by increasing positive weight up to lag k, followed by decaying 
positive weights. 7 Fama and French (1988b) report regression tests because 
they reject the null hypothesis of serially independent returns more strongly 
than the v~uriance-ratio test. This is the result of the actual properties of the 
returns data, not a general rule about the relative power of the two tests. We 
ohm.or; below *bnt re~.t_m_~ 4i~lay positive, then negative, serial correlation as 
the horizon lengthens. In this case the regression test, by virtue of i:s negative, 
then positive, weights on sample autocorrelations, will reject the null hypothe- 
sis of serial independence :,lore often than the var:amce-ratio test. 

A third method of detecting mean reversion involves estimating parametric 
time-series models tor returns, or computing likelihood-ratio tests of the null 
hypothesis of serial independence a ~ a i n ~  particular parametric alternatives. 
Because returns are nearly white noise under both the null hypothesis and the 
alternatives we con~der, standard ARMA techniques often faiL s When they 
are feasible, however, the Neyman-Pearson lemma dictates that the liked- 
hc, z~-~a~o test is the most powerful test of the null of serial independence 
against the particular alternative that generated the data, so its Type II error 
rate is a lower bound on the error rates that other tests with the same size 
could achieve. In practice, this bound is unlikely to be achieved, since we do 
not know the precise data-generation process. 

2.2. Power calculations 

We analyze the power of tests for transitory components against ",he 
alternative hypotheses that Summers (1986) suggests, where the logarithm of 
stock prices (Pt) embodies both a permanent (p*)  and a transitory (ut) 

7Further details on the relationship between regression tests and the sample autocorrelogram 
are presented in an earlier draft, available on request. 

ewe tried estimating ARMA models for the pseudo-returns generated in our Monte Carlo 
study. Although these data were generated by an ARMA(1,1) model with first-order autoregres- 
sive a~tl n~o'~ing-aver~e _~¢__~en~ of rot~,~I~ equal but oppostte signs, standard ARMA 
estimation packages (i.e., RATS) had di~cuity recovering this process. For example, with 
three-quarters of the variation in remm~ a_ue ~ : ~ t o ~ -  f~tors, the estimation package 
encountered noninvertibilifies in the moving-average polynomial and therefore broke down in 
more than a third of all Monte Carlo runs. Less than 105 of the cases led to well-estimated 
parameters that were close to those from the data-generation process. 
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component. We assume that Pt = P* + ut. If the st~onary component is an 
AR(1) p r ~  

gt ~" P l U t - t  + ut, (4) 

a ~  et =~ p / -  Pt*-~ den_ot~ the iw'ovation to the nonstationery component, 
t~,en 

Apt -  e: + (1 - L ) ( 1  - p,L)-lvt. i s )  

If v a and e t are independent, A p. follo~ an ARMA (1,1) process. 9 This 
description of returns allows us to capture in a simple way the possibility that 
st.-~k ~.......,,,~'~ w___.,-,,,,,o;,, ,,~,,~*o~_.__... j ,  t,,,,__, r_-,m~__~t~_~t, eompon~__~. The  pLy_meter Pt 
determines the pettistence of  the transitory component, and the share of 
return variation due to transitory, facto. ~ . is det~nln_,~J by the relative size of 

, 
We perform Monte Carlo experiments by generating 25,000 sequences of 

720 returns, the number of monthly observations in the Center for Research in 
Securities Prices (CRSP) data b ~  t° We set 0, 2 = 1 so that the variance of 
returns (Ap, )  eq~!~ 1 + 2e,2/(1 + Pt) and set parameters for the return-$ener- 
ating process by choosing Pt and 8 -  2o,2/(1 + Pl ÷ 20,2) • The parameter 
denotes the share of return variance accounted for by the stationary compo- 
nent; 6 and Pt determine o, 2. We con~der ~ where 8 equals 0.2f and 0.75. 
We set Pt equal to 0.98 for both cases, implying that innovations in the 
transitory price component have a half-life of 2.9 years. 

In evaluating Type II error rates, the probability of failing to reject the null 
hypothesis when it is false, we use the empirical distribution of the test statistic 
generated with ~ = 0 to determine the critical region for a one-sided 0.05 test 
of the random-walk auli against the mean-reverting alternative. The panels of 
table 1 report Type II error rates for each test when the data are generated by 
the process indicated at the column head. The mean value of the test statistic 
under the alternative hypothesis is also reported. 

The first row in table 1 analyzes a test based on the first-order autocorrela- 
tion coefficient. As Shiner and Perron (1985) and Summers (1986) observe, this 

9The parameters of the ARMA(I, 1) model (! - 9L)Apt = (1 + OL)w t are 

~----Pt, 

0 ~-'~ { --(1 -F p2)_ 2Ou2 + (] .-  pt)[402 .[. (] -F pl)2] I/2)//(202 -I- 2Pl). 
~r~== --(p, + o~)/0. 

:°in practice we draw 720 pa/rs of random variables, associate them with (e. v,), and then 
construct Apt. 
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Table I 

Simulated Type i i  error rates oi  aitemadve tests/or ~ - ' 3 '  components in secerity returns. 

Each row describe~ Lhe stalistie.~J properties of a paNiodlr test for mean t~.mrsion. All tabulations 
~ e  b ~,~.  ~ on o~e ,set of  25,000 Monte Carlo experiments ~ 720 monthly returns Senemted by 
the p _r~es_s described at the column headia~ Both ~ prooesus are ARMA(I , I ) ,  with 
parameters set by 8, the ~3re  of  return ~,T~-iation due to w a ~ u ~ y  ~ t s ,  and/D2, the 

monthly serial eonela~m of the tra,-itmy cmapomat. Each test we analyze has size 0.05. 

~ of ~ t i n S p r o c e s s  

~ - 0 . 9 8  ~ - 0 . 2 5  ~ - 0 . 9 ~  ~-,G.73 
~_ ~,~ statis"~ 
and return T3qpe H Mean value TMpeH Mean value 
meamman~t  error of test error of  test 
interval ~ statistic rate stathtic 

First-order 
a u ~  0.941 -0.002 0.924 -0.007 

Variance ratio 
24 mouths 0.933 0.973 0.863 0.927 
36 months 0.931 0.952 0.844 0.867 
48 months 0.929 0.935 0.839 0~815 
60 months 0.927 0.920 n ~ 0.77I 
72 months 0.925 0.906 0.814 0.733 
84 moalhs 0.927 0.894 0.814 0.700 
96 months 0.929 0.884 0.813 0.670 

Return regression 
!2  months 0.933 -0 .044 0.863 -0 .089 
24 months 0.929 - 0.080 0.842 - 0.158 
36 mon*,]~ a ~,.~_. ~ - 0 ..  I !"~ _ 0.841 - 0.210 
48 months 0.934 - 0.141 0.856 - 0.250 
60 months 0.934 - 0.167 0.868 - 0.282 
72 months 0.941 - 0.194 0.887 - 0.308 
84 months 0.941 -0.221 0.903 -0.332 
96 months 0.943 -0 .250 0.914 -0 .354 

L R  test 0.924 1.244 0.760 4.497 

test has minimal power against the alternative hypotheses we consider. The 
Type II error rate for a size 0.05 test is 0.941 (0.924) when one-quarter 
(three-quarters) of the va~,a~,on i~ retur-_s is from the stationary component 
(i.e., 8 - - 0 . 2 5  and B ffi 0.75). 

The next panel m table 1 considers variance-ratio tests comparing return 
variances for several different horizons, indexed by k, with one-period return 
variances. The vatiance-rat.io tests are ~ore _powerful than tests based on 
first-order autocorrelation coati'talents, but they still have little p~wer to detect 
persistent, but transitory, rct~-n ~mp.e.~en:~...nm-e~ on_~,,_~ter of the return 
variation is due to transitory factors (O = 0.25), the.- Type II error rate never 
fails below 0.81. It is useful in t;unsidering the empirical results below to note 
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that when the transitory component in prices has a half-He of less than three 
years and accounts for three.quarters of the variation in returns (8 - 0.75), the 
variance ratio at 96 months is 0.67. 

The next panel in table 1 shows Type II error rates for the long-horizon 
regression tests. The results are similar to those for variance ratios, although 

r e ~ o n  tests appear to be ~ t  less powerful against our alterna- 
tive hypotheses. For example, the best variance-ratio test ~ t  the ~- 00.5 

has a ~ II ener rate of 0.925, compared with 0.929 for the most 
powerful regression te~ 

The fuml ~ of the table presents reselt~ on l i k e - r a t i o  test~ n 
Although these are more powerful than the variance.ratio tests, with Type H 
error rates of 0.922 in the ~ = 023 case and 0.760 in the 8 -0 .75  case, the 
error rates are still high. Even the best pore'hie tests therefore have little power 
to distinguish the random-walk model of stock ~ from ~rn_atives that 
imply higMy persistent, yet transitory, price ¢mnpmza~ 

One potential s h o ~ m ~ g  of our Monte Carlo analysis is our assumption 
of ~ t i ~ t y  in the ~ pro~ess. To i n ~ t e  its impor- 
tance, we fit a first-order a u t ~ v e  model to monthly data on the 
logaritlnn of volatility, n We expand our Monte Carlo experiments to allow e, 2 
to vary through time ~ to this proce~ The Type 11[ ener ~,kulatiom 
from the resulting simelations are similar to these in table 1. Fq~ 1 illustrates 
this, showing the ~ distribution function for the 96-month variance 
ratio in both the homoskedastic and heteroskedastic cases. 

13. E~g statical significance 

For most of the tests described above, the Type II error rate would be 
between 0.85 and 0.95 if the Type I error rate were set at the conventional 0.05 
level. Learner (1978) echoes a point made in most statistics courses when he 
writes that ' the [popular] rule of thumb, setting the significance level arbi- 
trarily at 0.05, is.. .  deficient in the sense that from every reasonable viewpoint 
the significance level should be a decreasing function of sample size' (p. 92). 
For the case ~.'here three-quarters of the return variation is due to transitory 

nThe likelihood value under each hypothesis is evaluated using Harvey's 0981) exact maximum 
li~elihood method. Because estimating the mean induces a small-sample bias toward negative 
autocorrelations, even under the null hypothesis of serial independence the mean likelihood ratios 
for each alternative hypothesis are above one. 

12The estimated volatility process that we use for our simulations is 

log(or2) --- -2.243 + 0.7689.!og(~2__,) +to,, 

where ~o, has a normal dis~bufion with mean zero and standard deviation 0.691. The monthly 
volatility data are described in French, Schwert, end Stambaugh (1987). 
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F'~. L ~ d i sm~t iea  of 96-moash variaace-r~o ~ with ~ and hetem- 
skedutie it, nine,  

The sdlid curie shmn da= ~ dimnlmCm of ~e 96.mzmh vadanae-ca~ stathtic, ¢Mcu- 
trod gram ~.oo0 n O m i m  d ~ t im m =der ~ nua ~ ot ~ 
~ d m ~  frma m ~ dimibmim. " I~  ~ c m ~  immats a ~ ~ 
dimibmioo ¢ j ~ a e d  from ~ u m e  mmber  of goa te  O d o  dnsn ,  but ~ fro" he'.ero- 
~mlastkity in the s i tua ted  minas.  "lee legmithm of the ~ return variance evolves 

throu~ ~ e  as noted in foomme IZ  

I 

' I.ikeli ~--'naoa Ratio ' 
0 . 8 [ ~ .  . . . .  Variance Ratio , ' ' ' "  . . . . . . . . .  st° 

LtJ 

I::t 

: o . 4 -  

0.25 0J5 0.75 ! 
Type I Error 

Fig. 2. Type iI versus Type I error rates for three alternative tests of mean reversion. 

Each curve displays the tradeoff between Type I and Type II error rates for a particular test of 
mean reversion in stock returns. Critical regions for each test are found using simulated empirical 
distributions for the variance-ratio, regression-beta, and likeliho~-ratio tests under the null 
h~otbesis of serially independent, ~ t i c  returns. The Type H error rate for each test 
under the alternative hypothesis of 8 = 0.75, O~ -- 0.98 is calculated using another set of simulated 
empirical distributions. Under both the null and the alternative hypothes~, the empirical distribu- 
tions ate calculated ~ 25, ~(~ ~-e'~cafions of ?2~observation time series for synthetic returns. 
For variance-ratio, regression-beta, and likelihood-ratio tests with given Type I error rates shown 
along the horizontal axis, the figure shows the associated Type II error rate a~ain~t the alternative 

hypothesis. 
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factors, fig. 2 depic~ ~e attainable tradeoff between Type I and Type II errors 
for the most powerful variance-ratio and regression tests, as well as for the 
likelihood-ratio test. The Type It error curve for the variance-ratio test lies 
between the frontiers attainable using regression and fikefihood-ratio tests. For 
the variance-ratio te~*, ~ 0.40 significance level is appropriate if the goal is to 
minimize the sum of Type I and Type II errors. To justify using the conven- 
tional 0.05 test, one would have to assign three times as great a cost to Type I 
as to Type II errors. 

Since there is tittle theoretical basis for strong attachment to the null 
hypothesis that stock prices follow a random walk, si~,nificance levels in excess 
of 0.05 seem appropriate in evaluating the im_portance of transitory compo- 
nents in stock prices. Many asset-pricing models, involving rational and 
;xrational behavior, suggest the presence of transitory components and time- 
varying returns. Furthermore, the same problems of statistical power that 
plagne our search for transitory components complicate investors' lives, so it 
may ~ difficult for speculative behavior to eliminate these components. The 
only solution to the problem of low power is the collection of more data. In 
the next section, we bring to bear as much data as possible in evaluating the 
impor'~ance of transitory components. 

3. Statistical evidence on mean reversion 

This section uses variance-ratio tests to analyze the importance of stationary 
romponents in stock prices. We analyze excess and real returns using four 
major data sets: monthly returns on the NYSE for the period since 1926, 
annual returns on the Standard and Poor's-Cowles stock price indices for the 
period since 1871, post-World War II monthly stock returns for 17 stock 
markets outside the U.S., and returns on individual firms in the U.S. for the 
post-1926 period. 

3.1. Monthly NYSE returns, 1926-1985 

We begin by analyzing monthly returns on both the value-weighted and 
equal-weighted NYSE indices from the CRSP data base f~z the 1926-1.995 
period. We consider excess returns with the risk-free rate measured as the 
Treasury bill yidd, as well as real returns measured using the Consumer Price 
Index (CPI'~ inflation rate. The variance-ratio statistics for these series are 
shown in taole 2. We confirm the Fama and French (1988b) finding that both 
real and excess returns at long horizons show negative serial correlation. 
Eightoyear returns are about four rather than eight times as variable as 
one-year returns. Despite the low power of our tests, the null hypothesis of 
ser ia l  indepond,~nn , ,  ~ r, io, . t ,~l at t he  t3 nQ i~, , ,~,1 t" . . . . .  ! . . . . . . . .  i ~ , k # ~ A  v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  v j  . . . . . . . .  w * u u  t ~ v t ' t  r u t  vq t4 ta ;b i tV -vv~ t~ tJ t tV~ t~ t  ~ , A ~  
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Table 2 

Variance ratios for U.S. monthly data, 1926-1985. 

Calculations are based on the monthly returns for the value-weighted and equal-we3ghted NYSE 
portfolios, as reported in the CRSP monthly returns file. The variance-ratio statistic is defined as 
VR(k)ffif(t2/k)*var(Rk)/var(R12), where S j denotes returns over a j-period measurement 
interval. Values in parentheses are Monte Carlo estimates of the standard error of the variance 
ratio, based on 25,000 replications trader the null hypothesis of serially independent remrm. F,¢h 
variance ratio is corrected for small-sample bias by dividing by the mean value from Monte Carlo 

experiments under the null hypothesis of no serial correlation. 

Data series 

.Ann l~  rettJJill 
standard 
deviation 

Return measurement interval 

1 24 36 48 60 72 84 % 
month months months months months months months months 

V~due-weighted 20.6% 0.797 0.973 0.873 0.747 0.667 0.610 0.565 0.575 
real returns (0.150) (0.108) (0.177) (0.232) (0.278) (0.320) (0.358) (0.394) 
Value-weighted 20.7% 0.764 1.036 0.989 0.917 0.855 0.781 0.689 0.677 
excess returns (0.150) (0.1o8) (0.177) (0.232) (0.278) (0.320) (0.358) (0.394) 
Equal-weighted 29.6% 0.809 0.963 0.835 0.745 0.642 0.522 0.400 0.353 
real retems (0.15o) (0.108) (0.177) (0.232) (0.278) (0.320) (0.358) (0.394) 
Equal-weighted 29.6% 0.785 1.010 0.925 0.878 0.786 0.649 0.487 0.425 
excess returns (0.15o) (0.108) (0.17~ (0.232) (0.278) (0.320) (0.3~8) (0.394) 

returns and at the 0.005 level for equal-weighted excess returns. :3 Mean 
reversion is more pronounced for the equal-weighted than for the value- 
weighted returns, but the variance ratios at long horizons are well below unity 
for both. 

The vari'ance ratios also sugg~t positive retu:'n autocorrelation at horizons 
shorter than one year. The variance of the one-month return on the equal- 
weighted index is only 0.79 times as large as the -:affability of twelve-month 
returns impfies it should be. A similar conclusion applies to the value-weighted 
index. This finding of first positive then a~ative serial correlation parallels Lo 
and MacKinlay's (1988) result that variance ratios exceed unity in their weeHy 
data, whereas variance ratios fall below one in other studies concerned with 
longer horizons./4 

One potential difficulty in interpreting our finding of positive serial correla- 
tion at short horizons concerns nontrading effects, if some of the securities in 

13These p-values ~.,e calculated from the empirical distribution of our test statistic, based on 
Monte Carlo results. "l'ney permit rejection at lower levels t_ban would be possible using the 
normal approximation to the distribution of the variance ratio, along with the Monte Carlo 
estimates of the standard deviation of the variance ratio. Further details are available on request. 

14French and Roll 0986) apply variance-ratio tests to daily returns for a s ~ p l e  of NYSE and 
AMEX stocks for the peric~. 1%3-1982. They find evidence of negative serial correlation, 
e.~neelnllv ~mm,-mg ~m~ll,~. ~'~urtties. The divc~cfic,~ be~een their findings and those of Lo and 
MacKinlay (1988) is presu~nably due ,o differences in the two data sets. 
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the market index trade infrequently, returns will show positive serial correla- 
tion. We doubt this expianafion of our results since we are analyzing monthly 
returns. Nontrading at this frequency is likely to affect only a small fraction of 
securities, whereas accounting for the degree of positive correlation we observe 
would require that one security in ten typically did not trade in a given month. 
We also investigated the incidence of nontrading in a portfofio similar to the 
value-weighted index by analyzing daily returns on the Standard ancl Poor's 
Index [see Poterba and Summers (1986)] for the period 1928-1986. The 
first-order autocorrelation coeificient for daily returns is only 0.064, and 
grouping returns into nonoverlapping five-day periods yields a first-order 
autocorrelation coeIficient of -0.009. This suggests that autocorrelation pat- 
terns in monthly returns are not likely to be due to infrequent trading. 

A second issue that arises in analyzing the post-1926 data is the sensitivity 
of the findings to inclusion or exclusion of the Depression years. A number of 
previous studies, such as OliiceT (1973), have documented the unusual behav- 
ior of stock price volatility during the early 1930s. One could argue for 
excluding these years from analyses designed to shed fight on current condi- 
tions, although the sharp increase in market volatility in the last quarter of 
1987 undercuts this view. The counterargnment suggesting inclusion of this 
period is that the 1930s, by virtue of the large movements in prices, contain a 
great deal of information about the persistence of price shocks. We explored 
the robustness of our findings by truncating the sample period at both the 
beginning and the end. Excluding the first ten years weakens the evidence for 
mean reversion at long horizons. The results for both equal-weighted real and 
excess returns are robust to the sample choice, with variance ratios of 0.587 
and 0.736 at the 96-month horizon, but the long-horizon variance ratios on the 
value-weighted index rise to 0.97 and 1.10, respectively. The one-month 
variance ratios are not substantially changed by treatment of the early years. 
For the post-1936 period, the one-month variance ratios are 0.782 and 0.825 
for value- and equal-weighted real returns and 0.833 and 0.851 for value- and 
equal-weighted excess returns. 15 Truncating the sample to exclude the last ten 
years of data strengthens the evidence for mean reversion. 

3.2° Historical data for the Un/ted States 

The CRSP data are the best available for analyzing recent U.S. experience, 
but the low power of available statistical tests and data-mining risks stressed 
by Merton (1987) suggest the value of examining other data as wel_!i~ We 

15We also experimented with crude techniques for accounting for time-varying stock market 
volatility in estimating variance ratios. Estimating sample autocorrelafious with a heteroskedastic- 
ity correction based on French, Schwert, and Stambau~,~u~s ~1987) estimate of the previous month's 
return volatility effe~;vely reduces the weight of the early Depression years, yielding variance-ratio 
estimates c!,~,~r to ::ni~. 
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Table 3 

Variance ratios for U.S. data, 1871-1985. 

Each entry is a bias-adjusted variance ratio with a mean of unity under the null hypothesis. The 
variance-ratio statistic is defined as VR(k)=(12/k).var(Rt)/var(R12), where RJ denotes the 
return measured over a j-month interval. Values in parentheses are Monte Carlo standard 
deviations of the variance ratio, based on 25,000 replications under the null hypothesis of serial 
independence. The underlying data are annual reUIgllS On the Standard and Poor's composite 

stock index, backdated to 1871 using the Cowles data as reported in Wilson and Jones (1987). 

Data series 

Return measurement interval 
Anmjal return 

standard 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 
deviation months months months months months months months 

Excess returns 16.2~ 0.915 0.612 0 . 5 9 1  0 . 6 0 1  0.464 0.425 0.441 
1871-1925 (0.140) (0.210) (0.265) (0.313) (0.358) (0.398) (0.436) 

Real returns 17.2~ 0.996 0. 767 0.806 0.847 0. 737 0.737 0.807 
1871-1925 (0.140) (0.210) (0.265) ~0.313) (0.358) (0.398) (0.436) 

Excess returns 18.9~ 1.047 0.922 0.929 0.913 0 . 8 5 6  0.821 0.833 
1871-1985 (0.095) (0.143) (0.179) (0.211) (O.24O) (O.266) (0.290) 

Real returns 19.0~ 1.035 0.880 0.876 0.855 0.797 0.769 0.781 
1871-1985 (0.095) (0.143) (0.179) (0.211) (0.240) (0.266) (0.290) 

therefore consider real and excess returns based on the Standard and 
Poor's-Cowles Commission stock price indices, revised by Wilson and Jones 
(1987).. which are available beginning in 1871. These data have rarely 
used in studies of the serial correlation properties of stock returns, although 
they have been used in some studies of stock market vohtility, such as Shiller 
(igsl). 

The results are presented in table 3. For the pre-1925 period, excess returm 
display negative serial correlation at long horizons. For real returns, however, 
the pattern is weaker. Although the explanation for this phenomenon is 
unclear, it appears to result from the volatilitv of the CPI inflation rate in the 
years before 1900. This may make the ex post inflation rate an unreh'able 
measure of expected inflation during this period. The two lower rows in table 3 
present results for the full 1871-1985 sample period. Both series show negative 
serial correlation at long lags, but real and excess returns provide less evidence 
of mean reversion than the monthly post-1925 CRSP data. 16 

3.3. Equity markets outside the United States 

Additional evidence on mean reversion can be obtained by analyzing the 
behavior of equity markets outside the U.S. We analyze returns in Canada for 

t6Tbe variance ratio for the full sample (1871-1985) period is not a simple weighted average of 
the ,~afian~ ratios f,~r the two s,,..bpe~.~,s, prc= and ~st-1926. The 96-monda variance ratio,~ for 
the post-1926 period excess and real S&P data, for example, are 0.463 and 0.731, respectively. 
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the period since 1919, in Britain since 1939, and in 15 othc, nations for a 
shorter postwar period. 

The Cq~nadian data consist of monthly capital gains on the Toronto Stock 
Exchange. The British data are monthly returns, inclusive of dividends, on the 
Financi,:! Ti~::es-Actuaries Share Price Index. The first two rows of table 4 
show that both markets display mean reversion at long horizons. The 96-month 
variance ratio for the Canadian data is 0.585, while for the British data it is 
0.794. Both markets also display statistically significant po,~':tive serial correla- 
tion at lags of less than 12 months. For Canada, the one-month variance is 
0.718 times the value that would be predicted on the basis of the 12-month 
vmiance. For Britain, the comparable value is 0.832. 

"5he variance ratios for the 15 other stock markets are calculated from 
monthly returns based on stock price indices in the International Monetary 
Fund's International Financial Statistics. The IMF does not tabulate dividend 
yields, so the reported returns correspond to capital gains alone. To assess the 
importance of this omission, we reestimated the variance ratio.- :o~ 5i~4d~ad- 
exclusive CRSP and British stc, ek m~ket returns. The results, available from 
the authors on requ~t, show only minor differences as a result o[ dividend 
omission. For example, the 96-month variance ratio for real value-weighted 
CRSP returns reclusive of dividends is 0.575 and that for dividend-exclusive 
returns is 0.545. We suspect that yield-inclusive data, although superior to the 
returns we use, world affect our results in only minor ways) 7 

Table 4 presents the variance ratios for individual countries, based typically 
on aata starting in 1957. Most of the countries display negative serial correla- 
tion at long horizons. In Germany, for example, the 96-month variance ratio is 
0.462; in France it is 0.438. Grdy three of the fifteen countries have 96-month 
variance ratios that exc_,~e_d -_niity, and many are substantially below one. 
Evidence of positive serial co-relation at short horizons is also pervasive. Only 
one country, Colombia, has a one-month variance ratio greater than unity. The 
short data samples, and associated large standard errors, make it difficult to 
reject the null hypothesis of serial independence for any individual cct:r.try. 
The similarity of the results across nations nevertheless supports our earlier 
finding of substantial transitolaj price components. 

Average variance ratios are shown in the last three rows of the table for all 
countries, all countries except the U.S., and all countries except the U.S. and 
Spain. The mean 96-month variance ratio is 0.754 when all countries are 

17In some cases, the monthly stock index data from the IFS are time averages of daily or weekly 
index values. Working (1960) showed that the first difference of a time-averaged random walk 

number of observations in the average becomes large. This will bias our estimated variance ratios. 
For the countries with time aggregated data we therefore modify our small-sample bias correction. 
Instead of taking the expected value of ~e first-order autocorrelation m be -I/(T- I) when 
evaluating E[VR(k)] we use 0.25- I/(T-I). The reportcd variance ratios have been bias- 
adj~.ed by _.aa,~m-o. --~, by ~e .w,~-,,e,"~"l'~"" e,,v,.c,,, d value. 
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aggregated and 0.6.53 when we exclude Spain, an outlier because of the 
unusual pattern of hyperinflation followed by deflation that it experienced 
during our sample period. By averaging across many countries, we also obtain 
a more precise estimate of the long-horizon variance ratio, although the 
efficiency gain is attenuated because the results for different countries are not 
independent. Is 

3. 4. Individual firm data 

Arbitrageurs should be better at trading in individual secmities to correct 
mispricing than at taking positions in the entire market to offset persistent 
w3s-,a!uations. Although we expect transitory comvonents to be less likely in 
the relative prices of individual stocks than in the market as a whole, some 
previous work has suggested that individual stock returns may show negative 
serial correlation over some horizons [Lehmann (1987), DeBoacit and Thaler 
(1985)]. We examine the 82 firms in the CRSP monthly master file that have 
no missing return information between 192~ and 1985. This is a biased sample, 
weigl?ted toward large firms that have been traded actively over the entire 
period. Firms that went bankrupt or began trading during the sample period 
are necessarily excluded. 

We compute variance ratios using both real and excess returns for these 82 
~.,~s. Because ,t,~,..~ ret.u,ms for different firms are not independent, we aiso 
examine the returns on portfofios formed by buying one dollar of each firm 
and short-selling $82 of the aggregate market. That is, we examine properties 
of the time series R~t- R,,,t where Rmt is the value-weighted NYSE return. 
Table 5 reports the mean values of the individual-firm variance ratios, along 
with standard errors that take account of cross-firm correlation. The results 
suggest some long-horizon mean reversion for individual stock prices in 
relation to the overall market or a risk-free asset. The point estimates suggest 
that 12~ of the eight-year variance in excess returns is due to stationary 
factors, and the increased precision gained by stud~mg returns for many 
independent firms enables us to reject the null hypothesis that all of the price 
variation arises from nonstationary factors. The last row~ which reports 
variance-ratio calculations using the residuals from market-model equations 
estimated for each firm (assuming a constant fl for *he entire perio~d), shows 

tSThe standard errors for the cross-country averages allow for cozrelation between the variance 
ra~os for different countries. If all nations have a constant pairwise correla*Jon ~" between their 
variance ratios and these variance ratios he,-: :~*.a.~t ,,ariance 0 2, then the expected value of the 
~,,~r, lc v ~ i ~ o e  o~ the vca'i~eeorafio s~.-asacs Is ~ s ~ ) = o ~ t -  ~r). Rcpi,.:mg the e~pected 
sample variance with the actual value, we es t imate ,  as 1 - s~ /o~ .  The variance of the ~_mnpie 
mean for N observatiu~s, each with the same variance o~ but constant cro~-correlat~on ~, 
is o~[1 + (N - 1)1"]/N. We use our estimate of • to evaluate this expression, generalized tc allow 
for different sampling variances for different variance ratios on the basis of our Monte Carlo 
standard errors from table 4. 
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less evidence of serial correlation than the results that subtract the market 
return. These results suggest that transitory factors account for a smaller share 
of ~ e  ~-~,.riance in relative returns for individual stocks than for the market as a 
whole. 

3..5. Summary 

Our point estimates generally suggest that over long horizons return vari- 
ance incre~es less than proportionally with time, and in many cases they 
imply more mean reversion than our e x i l e s  in th~ last section, where 
transitory factors accounted for three-fourths of the variation in returns. Many 
of the results reject the null hypothesis of serial independence at the 0.15 level, 
a level that may be appropriate given our previous discussion of si_ze ve~u~ 
power tradeoffs. Furthermore, each of the different types of data we analyze 
provides evidence of departure from serial independence in stoek ret,,...,~s. 
Taken together, the results are stronger than any individual finding, although 
not by as much as they would be if the various data sets were independent. 

There is some tendency for more mean reversion in less broad-based and 
sophisticated equity markets. The U.S. data before 1925 show greater evidence 
of m~_~.n reversion the,,.__. ,-._e" p.~.'.-1926 dat&- Th,,._.. eq-_.!~Lw~ghted ,~,¢fnil,r..._.._.. '~f--- 
NYSE stocks shows more m~_.~n reversion than the value-weighted portfolio, t9 
In recent years, mean reversion is more ,wonounced in smaller foreign equity 
markets than in the U.S. 

4. The substantive ~tportance of Wansitory components in stock prices 

This section assesses the substantive importance of mean reversion in stock 
prices. One possible approach would involve calibrating models of the class 
considered in the first section. We do not follow this strategy because our 
finding_ of positive autocorrelation over short intervals implies that the AR(1) 

• t 

specification of the ,ranmto W component is inappropriate and because of our 
dLfficulties in estimating the ARMA(1,1) models implied by this approach. 
Instead, ' we use an approach that does not require us to specify a process for 
the transitory component, but nevertheless allows us to focus on its standard 
deviation and the fraction of the one-period return variance that can be 
attributed to it. 

19We conjectured that the greater mean reversion in the equal-weighted than the value-weighted 
portfolio might be because the less hea~.ly traded equal-weighted portfolio experienced larger 
swings in requ/red returns or fluctuated more in relation to fundamental values than the 
value-weighted portfolio. Assmning similar.sized movements in the permanent component of the 
two indices, this conjecture can be t~:sted by analyzins the dqp'ee of mean reversion in the relative 
returns on the two ind~;s, These returns show positive ser/al correlation at all lags, contrary to 
our conjecture. 
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We treat the logzdthm of the stock price as the sum of a permanent and a 
transitory component. The permanent component evol':es as a random walk 
and the transitory component foUows a stationary pr~e~.~ T~As decomposi- 
tion may be given two (not necessarily e::clusive) interpretations. The transi- 
tory component may reflect f a d s -  speculation-induced aeviadua~ o~ p t i ~  
from fundamental values - or it may be a consequ~i~ce of changes in required 
returns. In either ease, describing the stochastic properties of the stationary 
price component is a way of characterizing the part of stock price movements 
that cannot be explained by changing expectations about future cash flows. 

Given our assumptions, the variance of T-period returns is 

or 2= Ta~ + 2(I - pr)O~, (6) 

where ~2 is the variance of innovations to the permanent price component, 0 2 
is the variance of the stationary component, and Pr is ",he T-period autocorre- 
latio~ o~' the ~tationary component. Given data on the variance of returns over 
two horizons T and T' and assumptions about Pr and Pr, a pair of equations 
with the form (6) can be solved to yield es t~ates  of o~ and o~. Using on 2 for 
the variance of one-period returns, and VR(T) for the T-period variance ratio 
in relation to one-period returns, estimates of o~ and o~ a~e given by 

, 

° ; =  ( a -  O -  p )r' ' 
(7a) 

o T'[VR(T)- VR(T')] T 
= . (7b) 

2 [ ( 1 -  ( 1 -  

Many pairs of variance ratios and assumptions about the serial correlation 
properties of u t could be analyzed by using (7a)-(7b). We begin by postulat- 
ing that u, is serially uncorrelated at the horizon of 96 months. For various 
degrees of serial correlation at other horizons, we can then estimate the 
v fiance of the transitory component, o~, and the share of the return variation 
due to transitory components, 1 -  [ /o~.  We present estimates based on 
values of 0, 0.35, and 0.70 for Or2, the twelve-month autoco,-elation in u,. The 
~nd;~gs *~e i~sensi¢ive to o,_¢ chnice of p~; we report values of 0; 0.15, and 
0.30. 

T~hle 6 presents estkm__ates of the ~tandard deviation of the ~" o '* ' -  . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  tr2~ol,t,rv 
component in s t ~ k  prices for the value-weighted and equal-weighted NYSE 
porffoUos over the period 1926-1985 for various values of ~!_~, ,~ounnng 
p~ = 0. For the equal-weighted portfolio, the transitory component accounts 
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Table 6 

Permanent and transitory return components, U.S. monthly data. 

Each entry reports the standard deviation of the transitory component of prices, measured a~ 
anm~al rates (o=), as well as ~he s~are of reWLra variation due ~o transitory factors, calculated from 
eqs. (Ta) and (To) to match the observed pattern of variances in long- r ~ c l  short-horizon returns. 
The variance-ratio estimates that underlie this table are drawn from the enfires for %-month 
variance ratios for excess returns in table 2. The different cases of ~2 ( ~ )  correspond to differe~ 

ass,mp,i¢~-s at~:~ the 12-month (96-month) autocorrelation in the transitory price compo~enL 

PI2 = 0 . 0  P12 ---- 0 . 3 5  P | 2  ---- 0 . 7 0  

R, 1 - o.~Io~ o. 1 - o~Io~ o,, I - o~loR ~ 

Value-weighted excess returns 

p~ : 0.t30 9.7~ 0.369 12.5% 0.400 21.6% 0.554 
p~ : 0.15 - - 12.3% 0.386 20.5% 0.560 
096 : 0.30 - - 12.1% 0.373 19.6% 0.456 

Equal-weighted excess returns 

= 0.00 16.8% 0.657 2i.7% 0.7i2 37.7~ 0.986 
= ,  0.15 - - 21.4% 0.687 35.8~ 0.890 
: C.30 - - 21.0% 0.664 34.2% 0.812 

for between 43% and 99% of the variance in eqv~-weighted monthly returns, 
depending on our serial correlation assumption, and ~t has a standard devia- 
tg,-,,,q ,-,g k ~ t ~ , , ~  "iAtI~ n,-.,-1 "~"/tg D . . . .  m*,, ¢ . . . . .  t . . . . . . . .  ;,,,i.,.,~,4 .,1~,-. 

a substantial, though smaller, transitory componeat. Since other nations anti 
historical periods show patterns of variance-ratio decline sbnilar to those h~ 
U.S. data, we do not present patrdlel calculations for them. As one would 
expect, nations with 96-month variance ratios lower than those for the U.S. 
have larger transitory components. 

Table 6 m~cates ~a t  increasing the assumed persistence of the transitory 
component raises both its standard deviation and its contribution to the return 
variance. More persistent transitory components are less able to account for 
declining variance ratios at long horizons. To rationalize a given .~ong-horizon 
variance ratio, increasing the transitory componevt'~ persistenc6 ~cqu[res in- 
creasing the weight on the transitory component m relation to the perrnanen~ 
component. Sufficiently persistent transitory components will be unable to 

~ong-uormon variant;e '" 
return variation. A transitory component that is almost as p~;sistent as a 
- - - -  a - ~  a v a a ~ - a a v ~  az.vaa 

mean reversion. 
Which cases in table 6 a~'e most relevant? As an a priori matter, it is difficult 

to argue for assuming that transitory components should die out rapidly. 
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Previous claims that there are fads in stock prices have typically suggested 
half-lives of several years, implying that the elements m the table correspond- 
ing to 0~2 = 0.70 are most relevant. With geometric decay, this suggests a 
h~blff~" ~f two years. One other consideration supports large values for P~2- 
For given values of o~ and o~, e~  (6) permits us to calculate Or over any 
horizon. A reasonable restriction, that Or not be very negative over periods of 
up to 96 months, is satisfied only for cases where 0~2 is large. For example, 
with 096 ffi 0, imposing P~2 = 0.35 yields an implied autoc.;,relation for the 
stationary component of -0.744 at 36 months, -1 .27  a~ 60 months, and 
-0 .274  at 84 months. In contrast, when P~2 = 0.70 and P96 = 0, the implied 
values of 036 and 06o are 0.168 and -0.173, respectively. Similar results obtain 
for other large values of P~2. This is because actual variance ratios dec!ine 
between long and longer horizons, and as ~ .  (6) demonstrates, rationalizing 
this requires declining values of Or- If Or starts small, it must become negative 
to account for the observed pattern. Larger autocorrelations at short horizons 
..,a  ̂..,.,.~,,, n ' ~ ' ~ t a t e  such patterns. 

Insofar as the evidence in the last section and in Fama and French (1988b) 
is persuasive in suggesting the presence of transitory components in stock 
prices, this section's results confirm Shi!!er's (1981) conclusion that models 
assuming constant e x  a n t e  returns cannot account for all of the variance in 
stock market returns. Sh-ice o ~  an~ysis does not rely on the pre-sent-value 
relation between stock prices and expected future dividends, it does not suffer 
from some of the problems that have been high~ghted in the volatility-test 
debate. 2° 

.~. The source of the transitory component in stock prices 

Transitory components in stock prices imply variation in e x  a n t e  returns. 2t 
Any stochastic process for the transitory price component can be mapped into 
a stochastic process for e x  a n t e  returns, and ~ y  patt¢rn for e x  a n t e  returns 
can be represented by describing the associated transitory price component. 
The central issue is whether variations in e x  a n t e  returns are better explained 

2°Shiller's conclusioa #_hat market returns ~'e too volatile to be reconciled with valuation models 
assuming constant required returns is controversial; see West (1Q88) for ~ s,wvey e-f recent work. 

2lSeveral recent studies have considered the extent to w~ch equity returns can be predicted 
using various information sets. Keim and $tambaugh (1986) find that between 8~ and 13% of the 
variation in returns for a poxffolio of stocks in the bottom quintile of the .NTYSE can be predicted 
using lagged information. A much smaller share m me vanauon in returns to Im$ci eoa:pa-aic~ 
can be accounted for in this way. Campbell (1987) finds that approximately 11% of the variation 
in excess returns can be exp|ained on the ~a~:~ o~ Jagged reformation derived from the texan 
structure. Fama arid French {1988a) fiad that lagged dividend yields can predict a much b.igber 
[ractmn of returns over ionger ho(,zoas. 
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by changes in interest rates and volatility, or in~ e ~  = b)produc~s of price 
deviations caused by noise traders. 22 This section notes two considerations 
that incline us toward the latter view. 

First, we calibrate the variation in expected returns tkat risk factors would 
have to generate to account for the observed transitory components in stock 
prices. We assume for simplicity that the transitory component follows an 
AR(1) process as postulated in Summers (1986). This has the virtue of 
tractabili~, although it is inconsistent with the observation that actual returns 
show positive, then negative, serial correlation. If ~eq~'ed returns show 
positive autocorrelation, then an innovation that raises required returns will 
reduce share prices. This wiR induce a holding period loss, followed by h / # e r  
returns. The appendix shows that when required returns follow an AR(1) 
process, z~ ex  pos t  returns (R~) are given by 

R t R -  
1 + ~  

(1 + + 
] + ~ _  t~ . x  x ' t + l  

pl~,t  + g l  
- . ; )  + (8) 

where ~'t, a serially uncorre!ated innovation that is o~hogonM to innovations 
about the future path of required returns (~,), reflects re~sions in expected 
future dividends. The average dividend _yield and ~vm~ud'" ""-~ growth ,,,,,,"~'~" are d 
and ~, respectively; in steady state, ~ = d + ~. 

If changes in required returns and profits are positively correlated, then the 
assumption that ~2t ~ d  ~', are orthogonal will understate the variance in 
ex  ante  returns needed to rationalize mean reversion in stock prices. It is 
possible to construct theoretical examples in which profits and interest rates 
~ *~r ~ ' ~ * ~ ' ~ ,  _ .,:~,~. ~.._,; related, as m Campbell (1986), but the empirical finding of ~-eak 

22Lucas (1978) and Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) study the pricLa~ of assets with t i m e - v ~ n g  
required returns. Several recent papers, including Black (1986), Campbell and Kyle (1986), 
DeLong et al. (1987), and ShiUer (1984), have discussed the possible influence of noise traders on 
security prices and required returns. Fama and French (1986b) show that the negative serial 
,--_~_~,atton "-~, d~fferent stocks may be attributable to a common factor, and inte~ret th/s finding 
as support ~,,.:: ~he time-varying returns view of mean reversion. 

23Tae pc-~sL.ility of negative expected excess re#u~so is ~ unauracdvc i~acul~ ~f "~'-~,. °:'~'~,,-..v,,. 
model we have analyzed. In principie the analysis could be repeated using Mert,3a's (1980) model 
which requires the expected excess return to be positive. _The exact parallel between the time-vary- 
ing returns model and the fads model would not hold in this case, however. 
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positive correlation between bond and stock returns suggest~, ~bcr ~ i f i , ~  ~, 
weak negative correlation between shocks to cash flows ano requucd returns. :~ 

Our assumption that required returns are given by r ~ - ~ = ( 1 -  o,L)-*~, 
enables us to rewrite (8), defining 

as 

(, =- -¢,+,(I + + + o,0 + g)l, 

(9) 

The first-order autccovariance of the expression on the right-hand side of 
(9) is nonze:o, but all higher-order autocovariances equal zero. zs Provided 
o~ > 0, returns follow an ARMA(1,1) process; if ~ =0 ,  then returns are 
white noise. 

The simple model of stationary and nonstationary price components sura- 
matized m eq. (5) also yields an ARMA(1,1) representation for returns. This 
allows us to calculate the variation in required returns that is needed to 
generate the s ~ e  time-series process for observed returns as fads of various 
sizes. In the appendix we show that the required return variance corresponding 
to a given fzd variance is 

[I + p,(1 + - + 
2 (10) 

o : =  {(1 + d ) ( 1  + p ~ ) -  px[1 + ( l  + d)2]}(1 + ~ )  2a'~" 

Table 7 reports c~eulations based on (10). It shows the s:aJL,dm'd de',4ation 
of required excess returns, measured on an annual basis, implied by a variety 
of fad models. We cal/brate ~ e  ealculatioas using the average excess return 
(8.Qq~ per year) on ~ e  NYSE equal-weighted share price index over the 
1926-1985 period. The dividend yield on these shares averages 4.5%, implying 
an average d;Mdend growth rate of 4.4%. We use estimates of the variance 
ratio at 96 months to calibrate the degree of mean reversion. 

Substantial variability in re~tuired returns is needed to explain mean rever- 
sion in prices. For example, if we postulate tha~ the standard deviation of the 
transitory price component is 20%, hhen even when required return shocks 
have a half-life of 2.9 years, the standard deviation of ex ante returns must be 
5.8% per annum. Even larger amounts of requked return variation are needed 

2aCa~pben (1987) estimates that the correlation between excess returns on long-term b o n ~  and 
corporate equities was 0.22 for the 1959-1979 period and 0.36 for the more recent 1979-1983 
period. 

. . . . . .  y: ~ph,'ey. and Wrobies~d ; ~ , ,  ~ _u,. . ,v~ ~a t  ~ w.~,~.~co~e!n~ram w/th zeio entries beyond 
order k impl/es an MA(k) process. 
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Table ? 

Amount of variation in required returns needed to account for mean reversion in stock prices. 

Each entry a~swers the qeesfioa: "If both requh~l returns and price fads follow first-o~er 
autoregressioas with half-lives indicated in tile row margin, and the amount of mean reversion m 
ob:,~, ,-~ . :~-~ L~ c~asisteut ~ i~  a price fad with a standard dev/ation (~} given/n ~e  column 
heading, what would ~ s t a n ~  deviation of required returns need, to be to geaerate the same 
time-series process f ~  ¢~ po~ returasT Our calc~ations employ the fa¢~ that with AR(~) required 
returns, the ex post returns process is given by eq. (8). S/miiar!y ~ price fad is assturred ~o foU~ 
an AR(1) that yields a process ~ ¢  (5) for ex p~t  rcmms, We then ~ what val~ ~f o~ ,o~" 

is needed to geae~te a ~ x ~  ~ tra~-ffary price pattern ~ l i e d  by ~,. The 
calculatio are calibrated using data oa excess ~tums for the ~uabweighted NYSE i~dcx o~er 
the 1926-1985 period and are bL..~L'd on eq. (10) in ~ :  ,~L ~ ~v~:~¢ ~ g ~  remr~ for th/s 

period is 8.9¢$ per year, with a dividend ~eld of 4,5~6, 

S ~  devia~on of ~ t o r y  compo~ t  

Half-life 15.0~ 20.0~$ 25.0~ 30,0~6 

1,4 years 7.9~ 10,6% 13.2% 15.8% 
1.9 years 6.1~ 8,2% 10.2% 12.3% 
2.9 years 4.4~ 5.8~ 7.3~ 8.7% 

to explain the same size price fads when required return shocks are less 
persistent. These estimates of the standard deviation of required retth-~s are 
large in relation to the mean of ex  pos t  excess retm'ns and !m~-ly that if ex ante  

returns are never negative they must frequently exceed 20g0. 
It is difficult to thing of risk factors that c~uld acco::=:: f~r s~ch variation 

required returns. Campbell and Shiller (1987), using data oa real interest, rates 
and market volati!ities, find no evidence that stock prices help to forecast 
futme movements in discount rates, as they should if stock price movements 
are caused by fluctuations in these factors. 26 Although they show that stock 
pf_ces do forecast consumption fluctuations, the s i ~  "~ counter to the theory's 
prediction. On the other hand, if the transitory components are v i ew~  as a 
reflection of mispricing, they are also large in relation to traditional views of 
market efficiency. 

The second difficulty in explaining the observed correlation patterns with 
models of time-varying returns arises from our finding of positive fol low~ by 
negative serial correlation. Models with first-order aumregressive transhory 
components can rationalize the second but not the first of these obsercafions. 
It is instructive to consider what type of expected returns behavior is necessary 
to account for both observations. 

26Contrary ev/dence suggestin3 that stock returns do predict ~,,~ure voiatfi/ty patterns is 
pro~.qded by French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (t087). 
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There are two potential explanations for the positive autocorrdation in 
observed returns at short lags. First, contrary to our ~ t a i n e d  specification, 
shocks to required returns and to prospective dividends may be posifive|y 
correlated. This could lead to positive autoeorrelafion at short ~rizaas 
because increases in expected dividends, which would raise share l ~  would 
be ~Uowed by higher ex ante returns. We explored th~ pos~b~ty by fomfing 
mont~y 'dividend innovations' ( I D I ~ )  tot ~ 1926-1985 period as the 
residuals from a regression of ~ dividends (on the ~ - w e i g h t c d  NYSE 
portfolio) on twelve lagged values of real di~deads, a time ~ ~ a ~ of 
monthly dummy variables. We ~ ~ real returns on ~ value- 
weighted index on l a g ~  values of I D I ~ .  A representative equation, includ- 
ing six lagged vahl~ is ~own below. R~ is measured in ~tage points and 
standard errors are given in parentheses: 

R~= i .568 + 0 . ~  *IDI~_ 1 -  0.109 *IDI~_ 2 
(0.040) (1.380) (1.380) 

- 3.~7 * I D I ~ _ 3 -  0,904 * IDIV~_ 4 
(1.3so) (1.3so) 

- 1.061 * IDIVt_ s - 1.769 * IDIV~_ 6, 
(1.377) (1.374) 

P,~ = 0o037, 1927:7-1985:12. 

The coefficients on lagged values of l r ~ V  should be positive if required 
returns ~nd prospective divideads are positively correlated, but the results 
provide no support for this view. If ~_~h;.ag, they sugg~: z aegative but 
statistically insigrfifi~ant relationship between dividend ir~ovations and subse- 
quent returns. ~ s  ~,o~,ld suggest that positive dividend news is followed by 
lower required returns, a pat*~ern that should be reflected in negative autocorre- 
lafion of ex post returns over short horizons. 

The second potential expha,,tion for positive serial correlation is that the 
autocorrelogram of ex post returns reflects the ds -aea~  of required returns. 
Sor~e required-return processes could generate positive, followed by negative, 
return autocorrelation. The required-return processes with this feature that we 
have identified 'all show increasing coefficients in some part of their moving 
average representation, z7 We are unaware of evidence suggesting that observ- 

2~Two examples of required return processes are twe:.m-orde ~ov/ng-average processes with 
the following coefficients: 1, - 1.5, -0.75, -0.5,  -0.5, 0. ~5, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75, -7~ 
and I, 1.3. 2. 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.L 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. The autocorrelo~axn of the former process displays 
positive, then negative, correlation m required returm, while the second process exhibits positive 
autocortelafion at all lags. Both processes generate positive, then negative, autocorre~.,don in 
ex post returns. 



able proxies for r e q ~  ~taras display s u ~  s t ~ s t i c  p ~ ~ .  Studie:~ o~' 
volatitivy such as F ~  S c h ~  ~ $ t ~ m b a ~  (1~7) ~ P o t e ~  and 
Summers (1986) ssggest that shocks ~ peni tent  but t ~ t  tl++ei~ + too+Brag+aver+ 
age mpresentatiomm ~ow dedining + c i < : a ~ +  An alternative p++mb+l~+y ~s 
that m o v m t s  in ~ u ~  ~ m due to cta~¢ m the eqm+ d~mds 
of m traders+ For m+~m~e+ ~ ~ t  the. r ~ + J ~  mmm of s o ~ t i ~ t e d  

+t~ t~t ~ ~v~stots mast ~ Bqmty dema~ o+ ~ w~ets twhi+h 
in e q ~ b r i u ~  must equ~ 1 - 5:+) that [ ~ w  a ~ v ~ +  p r ~  s ~ h . r  
to one of ~ for teqm~vA mtm+ns ~ t  g~etate pc~five, ~ a  ~ f i v e ,  
auto~o~d~tion in ex ~ z  ~ ~  ~ ~ g ~ t e  ~ ~ t t ~  m ex ~ t  
returns. The ~ that ~ trading ~ u l s e s  intensify and t~hen dec;[i~e 

with (gJalitativ© diseussi~ of fads, but further work is ctcariy 
nec~_+~ry to ¢#aluate + ~  ccm~m'~. 

6. Co~lmSmm 

Our results suggest *++hat stock returns show positive serial correlation over 
short periods and negative correlation over longer intervals, ri~ conclusion 
emerges from data on ¢qual-weight~ and value-weighted NYSE returns over 
the 1926=1~5 pcriofl, and is corrc~x)ratod by data from other nations and 
time periods. Although ~ ~  data sets do net consistently permit rejec- 
tion of the random-walk hypothesis at high si~cance levels, the various data 
sets together strengthen the case against its validity. Our point estimates 
suggest that transitory price components account for a substantial part of the 
variance in returns. 

Our finding of significant transitory price components has potentially im- 
portant implications for financial practice. If stock price movements contain 
large transitory components, ~ e n  for long-horizon investors the stock market 
may be less risky than it appears to oe when the varianc~ of single-period 
returns is extrapolated using the ~ d o m - w ~  model. Samuelson (1988) dem- 
onstrates that in the preser)ce of mean reversion, an investor's horizon will 
influence his portfolio decisions. If the investor's relative ~isk ave~siou is 
greater (less) than unity, as his horizon lengthens he will invest more (less) in 
equities than he would with serially independent returns. The presence of 
transitory p~i~ oomponent.s also suggests the desirability of investment 
strategies, such as those considered by DeBondt and ~a l e r  (1985), involving 
the purchase of securities that have recently declined in value. It may also 
iust i~ so~e institutions' practice of spending on the basis of a wei~ted 
average of their past endowment values, rather than current market value. 

Alth6ugh the temptation to app)y more sophisdcat~ statistical techniques 
to stock return data m an effort to extract more information about the 
maL, nitude and structure of transitory components is ever present, we doubt 
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that a great deal can be learned in this way. Even the broad characteristics of 
the data examined in tiff" paper ca~mot be estimated predsely. As the debate 
over volatility tests has illustrated, sophisticated stat;stical results are often 
very sensitive to maintained assumptions that are difficult to evaluate. We 
have validated the statistical procedures in this paper by applying them to 
pseudo data conforming to the random-walk model. Our suspicion, supported 
by Kleidon's (1986) results, is that such Moat,~ Carlo analysis of much of the 
more elaborate work on stock-price volatility woL~ld reveal poor statistical 
properties. 

We suggest in the paper's final section that noise trading, trading by 
investors whose demand for shares is determined by factors other than their 
expected return, provides a p l ~ i b l e  explanation fc: .~.. ira,isitor~ comp~- 
nents in stock pr ices .  2s P u r s u i n g  ~ s  ~11 involve constructing and te~!ing 
theories of noise trading, as well ~ :h~.-, :~.-" :q changing risk factors, that could 
account for the characteristic s!,~. ~ r~t :~  autocorrelogram doctanented heie. 
~,ol,,ot~,,o such theori~. ~ t~keiy m .,~uire information other ~an  st6ck 
returns, such as data on fundamental values, proxies for noise trading such as 
the net purchases by odd-lot traders, turnover, or the level of participation in 
investment clubs, and indicators of risk factors such as ex  a n t e  volatilities 
implied by stock options. Only by comparing models based on the presence of 
noise traders with models based on changing risk factors can we judge whether 
financial m~rkets are efficient in if" ~ens~ of rationally valuing assets, as well 
as precluding the generation of excel,: profits. 

Appendix 

Derivation of e.~ pvsi return process when required returns are AR(1) 

The price of a common stock, Pt, equals 

]) P,= E, ~ (1 + r,+,)- '(1 ¢ g,+,) D, 
j=O 

(A.1) 

wL::c rt+ i denotes the required real return in period t + i, D, is the dividend 
paid in period t, gt+i is the real di~dend growth rate between periods t + i 
~:~d t + i + 1, and E,{. } designates expectations formed using information 
eve.table as of period t. We lineafize inside the expectation operator m r,+~ 

2SCutler, Poterba, and Summers (1988) do,:ument the difficulty of explaining a significant 
fraction of reWm variation on ~he ~;gsis of observable news about future cash flows or discount 
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and g,.~," 

( 

1+~  

j - I  

o,+ E a,.,.~ [,',+,-.;] 
j f f i O  . .  

+ E og,.., [ g " -  g] 
.i,=0 

Dr(1 + ~) Dr(l+ g ) (~  ]) 
0 + ~ ) ( ~ _ ~ )  n, E/)J[~, .  -~  

jffi0 

(A.2) 

+ ~ _ E .  E / ) J [ g . . - ~ ]  . 
j - 0  

where ,8=(1 + g)/(1 +. i). We denote D,(1 + ~ ) / ( ~ -  g) as P,. In the special 
ease of 

(,,,-~)=p,(,,_,-~)+~,, (A.3) 

we can simplify the second term in (A.2) to obtain 

ao  

- -D t ( l  + g )  E 'sJPi[rt- ~] P t -P t - -  (1 + ~ ) ( ~ - g )  y:o 

:® } 
~' E,/ E # ' [ g , . - ~ ]  , ~A.4) 

+~-g tj=o 

- D r ( l +  ~ ) ( r , -  ~) 
,~.~ -g)(1 + ~-  p~(1 +g)) 

D, 

Now recall that the holding period return, R t, is give~ by 

Pt+l + Dt 

1,, 
. (A.5) 
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it can be i i n e ~  ~reund /)i and P,+ ~ as fo))ows: 

- 

P ' * ' - P ' * '  ( P , - P , )  (A.6) R~m R + ---=-~ . . . . .  

y~eMs 

_ - o , . ~ ( i  i g )  - - -  r, - ~ )  

l ~ s  can be rewritten as 

p,(~- ~)(1 + ~- p,(1 +~)) 

1 4 ~-0~(1 + g )  

(A.$) 

× [ ( 1 -  # l L ) - l ~ ÷ ~ - , 8 ( 1 -  p , L ) - l ~ l  + ~'.., 

where ~(, reflects changes i ,  ~',?~ted future dividend growth rates between : 
~ d  g + 1. and the last e~presslon exploits the fact that (i  - p ~ L X r  t - ~)  = ~,.  

Now defining {/~(1 + g)/[1 + ~ - pl(1 + ~)]} ~,+ae ~ ~,  we can multipb 
~ o u g h  by (1 - p~L) so that 

l + g  ~t-1 + L - ' ~  v (Ag) 



'This ~4dds ~ ARMA(I. l} ri:p~a~afor~ of re~ms. S L ~  (l + ?)/(1 + g) 
(1 + d }, ~ s  is ~ .  (8} m t~e tex~:. 

We now expk~re ~ p~zlle{ bet~en ~he time-~rying returus a ~ e ]  a~d 
the fzd m.~{,  ~ / ~  ~ ~ e s  that re~u.r~s evob~e ~ c c o r ~  ~o 

(A , :0 )  

(: + d }~: + ~:: '  - o: + . , V .  (A. :2} 

,~2 (A.13) 

q =  (: • a)(: + ~:)- ~,[~ + (: + :)' i  " '  

Recall tha~ the v ~ ~  of the fad, o~, .~uats o~/(1 - #~). Using t,his and the 
definition o| ~,, we fred from (A.I3) t ~  the vafi~ce of :-equired returns 
ex)rrespondiog ,o a ~vea fad vari~cc is 

' : : (A . :4 )  
° : -  ((: + a ) 0  + ~ ) -  , , [:  + (: + a)-; ),,,, + ~)' °~ 

This le~ds immcS~a~ely ~o (10) in ~he ~ext. 
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